LEVL-IQ DEVICE INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM

PRODUCT BRIEF

The LEVL-IQ platform is designed for hospitality network providers to identify and assess devices on their network
quickly and efficiently. The platform provides comprehensive device intelligence while maintaining guest privacy.
Deployment is simple with nothing installed on guest devices. It is 100% hands free for guests.
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KEY CAPABILITIES
LEVL provides network operators with the device intelligence for each device on the network that is needed to run
an efficient, easy to use network. There are four components as follows:

Device Identity is the fundamental building block of our system. LEVL identifies devices by how they “talk
and behave” on the network. We create a device identity in 30 seconds and can then identify the same device in
about 2 seconds.

Device Context tells us what type of device is on the network. Is it a phone or laptop? Who makes it?
What is the model type and operating system version? This information, coupled with device identity, enables more
accurate network planning and deployment of support resources.

Device Experience relates to the quality of the service the device is getting on the network. By knowing
the device type you can assess if there is enough bandwidth for the device. Different device types have different
needs from the network.

Device Behavior is driven by device type as well. By assessing the actual behavior against the known
device type LEVL can identify compromised devices and devices that are being spoofed by something else.
experience. Recent and planned changes in device identity (such as MAC Address randomization) threaten to wipe
out many recent advances in guest experience.
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THE PERFECT MAC RANDOMIZATION SOLUTION
The Hospitality industry is trying
to balance digital privacy with
convenience and a personalized WiFi experience. Recent and planned
changes in device identity (such
as MAC Address randomization)
threaten to wipe out many recent
advances in guest experience.
At LEVL, we take a full-stack
approach to device identification,
leveraging data from different layers
of the OSI model to create a unique
ID (LEVL-ID) for every individual
device on the network. The LEVL-ID
is a network and device-specific ID. It is derived passively without accessing a user device and it does not depend
on legacy device identifiers such as MAC address.

DEPLOYMENT OF LEVL PLATFORM
The LEVL-IQ platform is designed for easy and fast deployment. Our proprietary device identifier, the LEVL-ID,
as well as the entire device intelligence stack are derived and stored in the network. Thus, the platform is 100%
hands-free and "zero touch" for the network users. This means that the user does not have to install anything on
their devices, nor they have to modify their devices in any sense or take any action. The platform includes a very
lean local software client and a cloud
backend component. The local client
can run as a VM or on an appliance.
Its role is to extract information from
LEVL CLOUD
the top-level layer-3 switch on the
network and to communicate that
LAYER 3 SWITCH/
with the LEVL cloud for creation and
DHCP SERVER
later the verification of the LEVL-ID.
The local appliance is very lean and
APPLIANCE
requires only minimal bandwidth
(VIRTUAL OR
for connectivity with the cloud
PHYSICAL)
backend which is where the system
intelligence resides. The fact that
most of the computation is done on
LEVL's backend considerably simplifies
maintenance, upgrades, provisioning
and back-up.
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PLATFORM SPECIFICATIONS
The specifications, performance and requirements of the LEVL-IQ platform are detailed in the following table:
Devices supported

Windows, Mac, Linux, Embedded (IoT), iOS, Android

Device connection types supported

Wireless (WiFi, including .11ax), and wired
(Ethernet up to 1Gb/s speeds).

Configurations supported

• Single AP (bridge or router mode)
• WiFi Mesh
• Multi AP (using switch port mirroring)

Requirements from devices

None

User involvement

None (100% zero user touch)

Apps, certificates installed on devices

None

Average time to identification

Less than 2.5s

True identification accuracy

More than 99.5% (based on more than 1M connections
verified across more than 30K unique devices)

Operating system requirements

None

Capabilities

• Device identification (LEVL-ID)
• Device context (type, make, model, manufacturer)
• Device experience (QoS, BW quality) - in roadmap
• Device Behaviour (anomaly detection) - in roadmap

LEVL-ID retention period

30 Days

Average upload BW requirements

20KB per connection event

Virtual/Physical appliance specification

2 vCPU
2GB RAM
20GB Storage
2 NIC Ethernet

APIs available

Supporting both a “push” (asynchronous notification via HTTP
callback, Kafka, etc) and “pull” (query via REST API) model for
providing device identification results.

Logs available

Detailed events at device level for each connecting device across
all networks including the device identification and device context.

Statistics available

Comprehensive analytics on network unique devices sliced by
device type, operating system, device model and more.
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In addition, the LEVL-IQ platform offers the following unique capabilities which are only available at LEVL:

Full-Stack device intelligence: The LEVL-IQ platform is capable of leveraging data from all 7 layers of
the communication stack, including the Physical Layer for device identification. Being able to process and leverage
the Physical Layer (when available) future proofs LEVL’s capability as the Physical Layer information is not affected
by any future software updates. This capability is only available for AP based deployments or in scenarios where
the customer has the Physical Layer information available at their backend. One such example is if the physical
layer data is already processed by the customer for WiFi based presence detection capabilities.

Realtime performance: The LEVL-IQ platform is the only available solution which can identify devices
in real time (less than 2.5s average for device identification). While other existing solutions can take up to a few
minutes.

State-of-art accuracy: LEVL-IQ’s more than 99.5% accuracy is also state-of-the-art and is not
comparable to anything in the industry.

ABOUT LEVL
Founded in 2017 and backed by Silicon Valley VCs, LEVL currently has
offices in Palo Alto, Denver and Tel Aviv. The technical team includes
engineers with experiences from places like the Israeli defense forces,
Israeli intelligence, Google, Dell, Akamai, Qualcomm and more.

Visit our website at www.levl.tech
Contact us at sales@levltech.com
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